Kyushu University Next-Generation Fuel Cell Research Center (NEXT-FC) Tour

Date and Time: January 28, 2019 (Mon) 13:30-14:10
Reception: 1st Floor Entrance, I²CNER Building
The fixed number: 15 persons × 2 groups

NEXT-FC is the base facility of Industry-University-Government Collaboration Support in Kyushu University and acts for development of next generation fuel cells with associated companies.

In Kyushu University Energy Week 2019, we will hold NEXT-FC tour by researchers.

【Group A】 Japanese
13:30-13:45 NEXT-FC tour (4th floor area)
13:45-14:00 Viewing fuel cells for industrial and power generation
   (produced by Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems)
14:00-14:10 Viewing the fuel cell vehicle

【Group B】 English
13:30-13:45 Viewing fuel cells for industrial and power generation
   (produced by Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems)
13:45-14:00 Viewing fuel cell vehicle
13:55-14:10 NEXT-FC tour (4th floor area)